Viewing labelled pages

The easiest way to find labelled content is to do a quick search for it. If there is a label matching your query, it will be listed above the search results. Clicking on the link will display all content in the site with that label. (Clicking additional labels on the following page will conduct another search, adding that label to your existing search. See also Navigating Pages by Label.)

- You can view all labelled content for a space by going to the 'Label' tab in the 'Browse Space' view of a space.
- You can view content labelled with personal labels by going to your 'Profile' and clicking on the 'Label' tab.

Viewing labelled content

Searched for **database** in **all spaces** excluding **Mail**.
There are **201 matches** in **Mail**. [Include these matches].
Matching labels: **database**
Related labels: **oracle**, **appserver**

Results 1 - 10 of 225 for **database**.

**Migrate to another database** (Confluence)
... document will outline the steps to move your existing Confluence data from one **database** to another. This is relevant to all users who previously used the embedded **database** for their evaluation (or longer) and would like to move to a more robust external **database** (such as Oracle, Postgres ...)
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Advanced label searching

Using the Search Box to find labelled pages

In the **search box**, you can use the **labelText:** prefix to search specifically for page labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Searching for ...</th>
<th>Returns content that ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>confluence labelText:plugin</td>
<td>contains the word <strong>confluence</strong> or has the label <strong>plugin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confluence AND labelText:plugin</td>
<td>contains the word <strong>confluence</strong> and has the label <strong>plugin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labelText:import labelText:plugin</td>
<td>has the label <strong>import</strong> or has the label <strong>plugin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labelText:import AND labelText:plugin</td>
<td>has the label <strong>import</strong> and has the label <strong>plugin</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typing URLs to find labelled pages

In the **URL bar** of your web browser, you can type URLs like the following to search for multiple labels in pages:

http://CONFLUENCE_HOSTNAME/label/foo+bar

On pressing enter, the 'View Labels' page will load, showing search results on pages with the labels **foo and bar**.

Also see [Navigating Pages by Label](#)
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